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Known for his identity as a mural artist, Canavar's first solo exhibition "Herşey Yolunda'' will

meet with the audience at Versus Art Project on September 9th. The exhibition, which centers

on social pressure, love of power and conquest, and the struggle for existence in the urban life,

includes the artist's works covering the three-year production process.

By observing the evil side of society, its pain and pleasure, and fed by the traumatic effects of

these cultural pressures on human psychology, Canavar bases the reference points of his

production on Kafka's "The Metamorphosis" and "Letters to His Father" and Nietzsche's "So

Spoke Zarathustra".

The artist, who identifies the cockroach figure, which is a representation of not belonging and

the alienation of body and identity, of the individual who is marginalized under the pressure of

masculine power, examines the contagious state of violence and anger, and his experiences

that affect the existential process, in the exhibition "Herşey Yolunda" .

“Now, you find it between four walls, in the frames and under the inert light: esteemed Canavar

as an artist.

If Canavar found himself one morning transformed into an artist, it is because there is a

possibility that he may turn into something else tomorrow. Because he is a “complete human”.

(Ezgi Bakçay, excerpt from the exhibition text)

The exhibition, which includes nearly 60 spray paint analyzes, painting, engravings and

performative applications on the wall by Canavar, opens the street artist's stereotypical
existence in the gallery to discussion from a different perspective.

Welcoming the audience with work titled “C1” in reference to Francis Bacon, in which the

masculine oppression, lineage continuation, and the responsibility imposed on the son are



discussed, the exhibition "Herşey Yolunda" features Canavar's works in which he deals with

the reflections of different characters of the society.

The exhibition "Herşey Yolunda”, which aims to confront the viewer with the norms imposed

by the society, can be seen at Versus Art Project between 9 September - 9 October.

Note: If you would like to visit the exhibition with the participation of the artist on September 9, the
opening day, at 13:00, please reply to this e-mail and let us know.

For detailed information, please contact:
Burcu Dimili

burcudimili@gmail.com

+90 (554) 458 33 13

Visiting Hours:
Salı – Cumartesi : 10:00 – 18:00

Address:
Kuloğlu Mah. Gazeteci Erol Dernek Sok.

No.11/3 Hanif Han Beyoğlu İstanbul

Contact:
+90 (212) 258 14 14

+90 (530) 016 47 18

www.versusartproject.com

info@versusartproject.com
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